O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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her family proudly stitched the
grand f lag that gallantly whipped
in the wind over Fort McHenry.
But when the British attacked
Baltimore on September 12, 1814,
would those broad stripes and
bright stars still wave strong?
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f lag makers in Baltimore. She and

printmaker and acclaimed illustrator
of a number of picture books, including
Colorful Dreamer; How Mama Brought
the Spring, a Charlotte Zolotow
Award Honor Book; The Impudent
Rooster, a Society of Illustrators Silver
Medal winner; and Market Day, a
Golden Kite Award winner. She
received her BFA in illustration from
the Rhode Island School of Design.
Holly and her husband, Chris, are the
parents of two grown daughters and
live on a small blueberry farm with
their cats in Waldoboro, Maine. Learn
more about Holly on her website,
hollyberrydesign.com.
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came from a family of the best
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O say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
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Gave proof through the night that our f lag was still there.

$17.99 US
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loves traveling. With notebook in
hand, she stops at every museum,
historical society, and landmark.
Kristen considers herself a nonf iction
archaeologist, always digging up pieces
of lost history covered up by time.
While exploring the National Museum
of American History, she looked at a
piece of fabric—something so simple,
stars and stripes—with pride in her
heart and tears in her eyes and knew
she had just discovered her next story.
Learn more about Kristen on her
website, kristenfulton.com.

And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
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Would America still be free and
the home of the brave?
Join Kristen Fulton and Holly
Berry as they bring life to the
inspiring true story of one young
f lag maker and her connection
to the iconic symbol of American
patriotism that became the
inspiration for our country’s
national anthem.
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